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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
fhe following abbr er la t i one and symbols wood in this thesis are the 
only Grass needing explanation*
Ber-................ Derived
Dial* .. ............ Dialect(a)
Ft, vvw.   ....*...* French
La* Fr. • ••...... . Louisiaaa-Frenoh
0» F...........•••••• .Old French
Pm Mm L* A* Publications of the Modern Languages Association
P. T. F. ... ..•••••••••Present Tense Form
Rom.  .........   Romania
3* K* ...........••••.St. MartinTilie.
Sp......     ...Spanish
St* Fr.  ........ .Standard French
The eyehole are those of the Alphabet Internationale Phondtique.
FOREWORD
The present study aims to present the first effort at organizing the in­
formation that has heea obtained thus far with reference to the verbs of the 
Creole dialect of Louisiana. As a preliminary step in the development of the 
problem* a thorough study was made of the various works* including the theses, 
that are to be found is the Louisiana State University Library. Other Creole 
dialects* such as those of Martinique* Mauritius and of the Hascareignes were 
studied for points of similarity with the dialect of Louisiana. A limited 
study was undertaken of a few of the di&leots of the Bantu languages of Afri­
ca* as being the background for the development of the Creole syntax. The 
dialects of northwestern France were also studied for their influence on the 
French on which the Begro developed his vocabulary.
The work has been divided into two main parts: part one treats of the 
syntax and morphology of the Creole verb* while part two includes a glossary, 
with some etymology of some three hundred fifty of the most common verbs of 
the dialect. The list is not intended to be inclusive* but merely to give 
the forms of a sufficient number of verbs to sup lament the study*
The writer feels greatly indebted to all who have aided in the preparation 
of this thesis. He is particularly grateful to the following: Professor Fames 
F. Broussard* Head of the Romance Languages Department* who suggested the 
subject for this thesis* and whose intense interest In the dialect has been 
of great inspirational value; Associate Pro fen a or H. A. Major* under whose 
direction and guidance the study was carried out* and whose helpful suggesting 
and valuable criticisms are inestimable; Professor J. A. MoMlllen and hi®
•ffleie&t oorps of workers for their valuable assistance; Professors C. 
Mathews, H» 5* Voorhies, and Assool&te Professors ;«• A, Pidkens, E. 0. 
Bourgeois* and Mrs. Judith Major for their helpful suggestions.




The term creole. the French for crlollo. a probable negro corruption of 
the Spanish oriadillo. a diminutive of orladc, "one bred or reared, was ori­
ginally used to refer to persons born in the colonies, of European parante, 
ae distinguished from immigrants direct from the mother country, (France, 
or Spain) In Louisiana the word has found an extended meaning. Although 
applied to the descendants of the early Frenoh and Spanish colonists, as 
distinguished from the later settlers, e,g», the Acad inns, the term was 
later applied to the various possessions of the Creoles in contradistinction 
to other types; for example, the terms Oreole ponies, Qreole ohiohens, and 
the slaves of the Creoles were referred to as Qreole negroes, and the patois 
developed by them as the Creole dialect.
The term is a misnomer and evidently misleading, since it is meant pri­
marily to apply to the white descendants of Europeans. The use of the term
has become fairly well fixed, however, and is found In various places be- 
2sides Louisiana,
1* Cf, Espasa-Calpe: Unalolopedia Universal Ilustrada. vol. X7I, p, X96 
2, Cf, Baiseac: itude aur le Patois Ordole Maurielen; Dietrich: Lee 
Parlors Ordoles dee Mascarelgnes. Rom. XX, pp. 216*76; DuPoyea, B.: Les
Sons et les Formes du Ordol* Antilles: Guidroz: Xotes Bibliographiques
our le Crdole Francals. in Bevue Critique, no, 35, 1660; Hery, L.: Eaaulaoes
Afrlcaines. Fables Crdoles et Explorations dans I* Interleur de l*Ile Beurbona 
StQuentin, A* de: ^tude sur la foammalre Ordoles Thomas. J.J,Y The Theory
and Practice of Creole Cramnar: Tariaulti Etude sur la Langue Creole de la 
Martinique.
Til
Before Cros&Vs dharter, (September £6* 1712) there were about 20 negroes 
in luoisiana out of a total population of about 400.3 These had probably 
drifted la from the west Indies, or "had been taken in Indian ware and the 
Gar Ilona invasions," (1699-1712)*
Information ie looking Be to the extent to which Groaat exercised hie 
privilege of furnishing "one cargo of slaves each year from the Guinea coast 
of Africa",5 It is generally believed that few, if any, slaveswere brought 
over during the period of his ocoupaney of the colony* Historians are prac­
tically unanimous in declaring that the number of slaves in the colony in 
1717, at the elose of Crosat's regime, was practically the same as in 1712, 
when his charter was granted*
In 1717 the Company of the West took charge, and a provision of its 
shatter was to "transport at least 3000 blacks to Louisiana during the dura­
tion of the privilege?.6 The first cargo of African slaves arrived in
7Louisiana in 1719* In 1721, 1312 negroes were landed in Louisiana by the 
Company of the Indies, which had superseded the Company of the West* By 
1731, when the Company of the Indies surrendered its charter to the French 
Crown, it is estimated that there were "about two thousand negroes in the 
whole province of Louisiana*" These negroes were drawn for the most pert 
from the western coast of Africa* The source of supply was behind the coast
3* Part H*P*:"The First Cargo of African Slaves for La?,in La* Hist* Quarter 
ly, XIV, no.2, pp. 163 ft*
3* Calendar of Original Publications, La* Hist* Quarterly. IV, pp. 43-61 
6* Ibid.
7* Gayarrd: History of Louisiana. I, p. 254 n M
8* Bead: La* french, p. 117, who cites Fortier,s Hist* of La* I, 101, and
Johnston, H*9s The Negro in the Hew World? p. 137*
▼ill
11mm, and, according to Dart, "records show that slave catchers went as
9tar afield as the upper reaches of the Congo”*
la a study by Mrs* N* H* Miller Surrey10 it is stated that most of the
aegrees brought over daring the period 1719-1731 "were drawn from Oaye,
Goree, Juida, Angola and Senegal, although by far the greatest number was
obtained from the eeaet last named”.
From 1731 until after the outbreak of the Civil War the number of slaves
in Louisiana steadily inoreased to 326, 726, nearly half the total popnla-
11ties of the state at the time*
It was during the period 1719-1731 that the Creole dialect in Louisiana 
had its beginning* Transported injfco a new environment, scattered over 
various plantations of the colony, the negro was soon compelled to attempt 
to assimilate the language of the ruling olass. The result was a mixture, 
predominantly French in vocabulary and largely African in syntax. In this 
development the Creole dialect of Louisiana has followed along lines simi­
lar to other Creole dialeots, especially those of Haiti, Maurice and Marti- 
12nique.
Xt is not at all surprising to find such a decided African influence in 
Creole syntax. The negro, as iferoier states "had to forget his native lan­
guage very quickly^? yet he did not forget it until he had acquired a new 
one; thus, the old mould not fail to influence the new.
9. Dart, HP.: "The First Cargo of African Slaves for La,", La. Hist. Quar­
terly, XI7, no. 2, pp. 286-7.
10. Anon. The Commerce of La. during the French Regime, p.231*
11. Head; La. French, p. 117
12* Cf. Adam, L.» Les Idloncs Ndgro-Aryen et Maldo-Arven. in which the au­
thor sets forth the positive influence of African on the Creole dialects.
13, 'lltude sur le Langage Crdole en Louisiana' / in Gomptss Rendue de l*Athe- 
nde Louisiana la. Livr. lore, Tome 5, July 1, I860.
The development of the Creole d 1 aleot has bean compared to that of the
14Romano* language* from Vulgar Latin* Others have found In the dialect
15a simplification of the mother tongue, as well as a disorganisation of It*
By whatever name we may characterise the change* it is found that the 
Creole ha* followed the general tendency of languages in passing from a 
highly developed form to a more popular form to shuffle off all sounds 
except the accented ones* This accounts for one of the chief character 1stlo 
feature* of the Creole dialect, which Is the result of aphaereals, l*e*, 
the dropping of the first syllable in the majority of words of three or 
more syllables, e*g., voyer from ear oyer* monder from demander*
Other changes, due chiefly to French dialect influence, are the result 
of syncope • e.g., gal per from galooera metathesis, e*g*, frelnmeln* from 
former, dromi from dormlrs epesthesls, e.g*, soucouyer from secpuer, char- 
gier from charger: assimilation, e*g», checher from s&oher: and dissimila­
tion, e.g., careuller from ealculer.
Phonology
aThere are no new sounds in the Creole. The negro discarded these he 
found too difficult.
Vowels
(a ) and ( a ) are leveled under a sound more nearly approaching the 
latter than the former* It is pronounced rather open, bach and lax)
(3 ) has become I 1 ); e.g., vlnl from v enlr. sometimes (e ), seiner from 
saner.
14. Eereier: Etude sur le Lamsage Creole en Loulalane. £.3 so
15* Bos, A.: Revue de Baissao: "Les Patois Creoles de 1* He Maurice'*, in
«"■»- *- P- 610-Id* Cf. 0,F,oherohier, char gier, in Sohwan-Behrens: Grammalre de l*Anclen 
Francals. Trad, per 0* Bloch, p. 297 
* ( i I may be considered a new Fr. sound.
X
(e ) remains.
( g. ) and **oe ) become (s ) pronounced between ( e ) and (e }.
(£ ) and { O ) remain.
( o 1 often pronounced (o ) f particularly between consonants* e.g* 
domi and voler. otherwiee it ie more open than French ( 0 ); e.g., tchob 
(y ) becomes (i )* and ( u ) remains.
I 4 ) becomes ( e ).
|va ) becomes ( e), chiefly through dialect influence; e.g., never from
never.
Nasalization
A rowel immediately preceding or following a nasal consonant becomee
17 *a&s&lissd, as a rale- (Except in St. Martin; Of. Glossary, p. 25 ff«
j -  ft(Q ) and ( ) are leveled under ( ), open, back,tense, round.
0m Pt(« ) becomes ( ), which is more nasalised than in St. Fr.
i f( ) under the rule given, supra, nasalises as ( ) ■
Semi-vowels
lu)) becomes (w ), while ( W ) remains.
Consonanta
In general they have the same values as in Standard French, but they 
are less articulated.
(r ) is regularly dropped before a consonant, e.g., pati from partir.*9 
The final r as »ell as the T& ending of the verb are also dropped, e.g., 
finl from flair, proanc from prendre»
17. Cf. the tendency to nasalises la O.F.
10. The ( 3 I as well as ( 3 ) is found 1a Pointe Coupde Parish.
19. There is a slight trace of the r, left, which is represented in the 
glossary, pp. 25*51, infra, by the symbol ( x).
* Nasalisation is frequently found in St. Martin Parish, however.
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PART I
THE SYNTAX AND MORPHOLOGY OP THE SERB 
IN THE CREOLE DIALECT 
OF LOUISIANA
CONJUGATION
The character1stic feature of the Tert in tfce Creole dialect is the
1nee of the invariable verb-form, undoubtedly of African origin* This 
▼efb-form was probably derived from the present infinitive of the French 
verb.2
As the first regular conjugation in French is the active conjugation,
and includes the great majority of the verbs, the Creole dialect, whose
vocabulary, with few exceptions, is derived from the French, has natural-
3ly obtained most of its verbs from this group* These generally have the
y £ ' 4jb ( e), or eln ( ) ending in the verb-form, except in the present tense*
In a few verbs, however, the ending, e or ein, is omitted from the verb-
form in all tenses*
1. Cf* the following conjugation of the verb in the Gmbwaga dialect: 
ma ha, 1 give From Calloc’h; Voaabulaire Francais-Gmb^aga-
®o ha, you give Gbanzlrl-rHonjombo, Precede d'&dments de Gram-
e ha, he, she gives maire, pp* 24-5*
etc.
In the Banda dialect the conjugation is similar: 
mo gu, 1 leave From Cotel*s Lictionnalre Franca is-Banda et
bo gu, you leave Banda-Franyais * Prdcddd d*un essal de Gram-
se gu, he, she leaves maire Banda, p*XX.
etc.
2* Gf. discussion under Infinitive, infra.
3* Of the 350 verbs in the Glossary, infra, 65 per cent belong to this 
group.
4. Cf. Introduction, p.x , jfflfifd.*
z
Verbs derived from the second regular conjugation (lr ending), have 
only one verb-fonn in all teneee, e.g., fini, from finir, souasi, (ewazi ) 
from ehoisir.
from the third regular eoajugation the Creole has developed a verb- 
form by dropping the re ending. In the present tense this form is fur­
ther apocopated by the dropping of the eonsoaant preceding the ending.
For example, reoonne (repffn ), from repon&re. present tense form: re 
pen ( reP^ ); mette (met ) from mettre. present tense form: met 
(me 1.
Verbs derived from the Freuch irregular verbs are formed irregularly; 
e.g., aalte (asit from asseoin toheinne ( V 2*1 )♦ from tenlr.
v.
voice, warns and tenses
The Creole uses only the Active Voice. The French tendency of using 
substitutes for the Passive is extended in the Creole to the complete 
elimination of that voice.
The dialect has three modes, the Indicative, the Infinitive and the 
Imperative. The Subjunctive is unknown.
Of the fourteen tenses in Frenoh, only seven are left in Creole, as 
followss the Present, which has three forms in most verbs, the habitual, 
and two progressive forms of equivalent use; the simple Past, which re­
presents the Past Definite and Past Indefinite in French; the Imperfect, 
with two forms of equal value; the Future; the Conditional, whloh usual­
ly stands for the simple Conditional and the Conditional Anterior in 
French; the Pluperfeot and the Future Perfect.
THE PSESEET TSKSE
The verb-form for this tense has the same form as the singular of the 
Present of the Indicative in French. It differs, therefore, as a rule, 
except in the verbs derived from the French verbs of the second regular 
conjugation, from the verb-forme for the other tenses.
The Habitual Form, as its name implies, is used to express an act or 
a condition as regularly or habitually done or existing; e»g«, U*monge 
tons les iou ~̂u )# Je mange toos lee lours.
She Progressive Foma make use of the auxiliary particles 4 e ) and 
and i ap e ) * respectively, and indicate the action as just beginning or
in the progress of being done; e*g*, M*d fe ca fe sa j, 0r M*ape fd
5ca Imape fe sa), Je fala cela. (I am doing that}. Cf* the Imperfect 
Tense, infra, for the probable derivation of the particle, ape'.
Habitual Form
•
®P'mongo (mOffiSz je mange non mongg , fcu m-6 * -) nous mange on s
to monge i to tu manges ou monge ( u 1, vous manges
li monge i 1 i nr<5Tg) • il, elle mange ye monge ( je w&.$ j ils, elles
mangent
5. The consensus of opinion seems to be that the partlole e I ^ ) is 
derived from set, the third person, singular of the present tense of &tre. 
In order for this theory to have a valid basis, there would have to be a 
form in French from the Negro could have derived the Creole form, For the 
particle to have been derived as noted., supra, there should have been a 
form in greach such as, II eat m«tnfi«a.nt. for example, from which the part* 
iele e, ( ) might have evolved. Clearly, the ftegro heard no such form.
The particle in question is undoubtedly of Bantu (African) origin. Many of 
the dialects in this group of languages have the different forms of the 
present tense, just as the Creole. As for the Identical particle it is
% found in practically every dialect of the language group mentioned, supra.
6. For vou monge (vu m$ 7 I, which Is often heard, especially in
stressed position. J* This form is usually pronounced m* monge, except in stressed position.
4
Progressive gome
Fir at Form second Form
m#e monge" (me mo^e ) ra'apb monge I®ape ), je mange (I am eating)
ti e monge ( te m-o^e ) t'ape monge (tape m& %e ), tu manges, etc,
1* 4 monge ( le mo?e ) I’ape monge (lape m&ze ), 11, elle mange, etc*
etc* etc*
7KB PAST TERSE
This tease le represented by the verb-form (Infinitive form), without
7auxiliary, except in the defective verbs - This construction bears all the
6earmarks of Bantu influence*
me moagd imo Je mangeai, j*ai mange'
to monge" (bo mff̂ e ) • tu aangeas, tu as 
11 mongrf ( li 11* elle mangea, a
etc* etc*
THE IMPERFECT TERSE
There are two equivalent forme of this tense. The first is expressed
9by the verb-form preceded by the particles td ape* combined into t'aoe* 
and the second form involves the use of the particles te e. also preced­
ing the verb-form* The particle aoe is generally accepted in Louisiana
10as being derived from the French a pres, and the te from ete or eta it*
On the other hand, it is quite possible that these auxiliary particles 
are wholly* or at least partly of Negro origin* A study of the Bantu 
group of languages reveals the use of almost identical verb particles to
7. Cf. p**g»infra*
8* Cf. the Banda dialect: wa = to cut, mo wa « I cut, I have out. 
From Cotel's Dletlonnalre Francals-Banda et Banda-* rentals * p. XXV*
9. Cf. Balssae: ^tude sur le Patois Creole Mhuriclen* p. 34, for a 
similar use of ape* ̂
10. Cf. Ueroier: Etude sur la Langue Creole en Louisian?* (Comptes 
Bendus de l*Ath^nee Loulsianals, Livr.l, Tome 5, July 1, 1680.
1express similar uses of the verb* In the Gu&ng dialect of the Gold Coast*
12as well as la the Banda dialect, similar tense particles are found In 
uses analogous to that of the Creole*
First Form
mo t*ape monger (mo tape je m&ngeais, petals ©a train de
to t'ape monge (to tape mS^e), tu mangeais* etc.
li t'ape mongo' (Xi tape mtfse) * il« elle mangeait* etc.
etc. etc.
Second Form
so td e monge (rao te e
to te £ mengd (to te e mS^e) Cf. first form, supra
li te' e monge' (li te e mG^e)
etc.
7he Future Tense has two forms* the simple and the progressive. The 
first is formed by the use of the auxiliary particle a (from vd) ,and the 
second is formed by means of the particles sa ape. The particle a (va) 
is generally held to be derived from the third person. singular of the 
verb aller. (Note- May this not be a confusion of an African future pre­
fix particle? In the Goang dialect the future prefixes be and ba are
found), tfith reference to the particles of the progressive form, ape
14was discussed* supra, as to its probable derivation. As for the sa, some
15derive it from the future of 6tre (sera). Thus the Creole, hi sa ape
monge. would be derived from the expression, II sera apree manger To ac­
cept this popular theory it is imperative to also accept the common no­
tion as te the derivation of ape, as noted supra.
11. flteetermann: Togo Snrachen
12. Cotel: Bletlonnaire Francala-Banda et Banda-Franchls.
13* ttestermann: Toss Snrachen. p. 165
14. Cf. p. 4.
15. Cf. Fortier, A.: Louisiana Studies, p. 142.
6
Future Tease 1 Simple Form)
m*a mouse ( ®a m<5^e)« je manger a i
t*a monge I ta nvC^e)* tu mangeras
Ita monge ( la H# elle mangera
etc. ' etc.
Future Tense (Progressive Form)
mo ea ape monge (mo sape* aove )* j® mangerai (X shall be eating)
to ■& apo aoage (to sape ffiê e ), tu naneosao, oto.
li aa apO mongo' ( li sape mtfie )• olle mango ra, eto. 
etc* ' etc.
Use is also made of gain (g-g ), or gain pou ( ge pu ), equivalent 
to tbs French avoir a. to denote future meaning, with a sense of obliga­
tion. For example. Li gain pou monge. II aura a manger (XI mangera).
The future is made more or less definite by the use of expressions.
such as aataire. lasts: ) * dimaln ( dl'nre ) * asoua ( aswa ) , meaning
16domain and ce solr. respectively. Ex. M*a monge asoua. for 
Je mangeral ce soir.
THE CONDITIONAL TENSE
There Is generally only one eondition&l tense in Creole, which answers
for the simple as well as for the past conditional in French - This tense is
formed by means of the prefix particle 3d, sometimes ere, with the verb-form.
This particle is commonly considered as being derived from the third person,
17singular, of the conditional of etre (serait). and this may well be so.
Verb particles, however, of similar forms, are not unisnown in many dialects 
of Africa.
16- Of. Oalloo'h* Vocabulalre Fractals-Sango et 9ango-Francals. p 17, for 
a similar use of the future in this African dialect.
17. Seex Harrison, J. H.: "The Creole Patois of La. V in Am. Jour. Fhllftl.. 
vol. 3, p. 285* (sa ape) is often heard also.
7
me sa raonge' ( mo 8e ^  J f jo m&ngeraia, j'aurais mange 
to sd monge (to se nrflr̂5 * niangerais * tu aurais mangel 
li sd monge' ( li Se il» ©He manger ait, etc.
eto. 1 etc.
SEQUENCE OF TENSES 
Whereas la French, the Imperfect, Ind icative is used in a clause in 
trodueed by si. and the Conditional, in the main clause, in the Creole 
the Conditional is employed in both clauses. Bn., Li se fe ca. si 11 se 
gain la.mona.in. 11 feralt eela. sfil avait de Sargent.
THB PLUPERFECT
This tense is formed by the use of the auxiliary te_ with the verb-
form- (Cf• the formation of the Imperfect. supra,for a discussion on
the probable derivation of this particle).
mo te monge (mo te j’avais mangC
to tb monge (to te nrC^e)* tu avals mang^
11 tb monge (li te m-S’̂e) * 11 ♦ elle av&it mange?
etc. " eto.
THB FUTURE PERFECT
In this tense the verb-form is preceded by the auxiliary sa. (Cf. the
formation, of the progressive form of the Future, supra, for the probable
derivation of ja).
mo sa monge ( ffio sa mS^e)* j*aurai mangd 
to sa monge (to sa m-Ĝ e)t tu auras mange
li sa monge ( li Ba mo^e)* * ©lie aura mangd
etc. etc.
PARTICIPLES
The present participle and the gerundive may be represented in two 
wayss (1) by a form derived from the present participle of the French
8
▼orb; e.g., nomteon ( m$$6 ), from maageant: and (2) by the moo of the 
verb-form with the auxiliary agd, e.g., Li rive ape chonte. II eat arri­
ve on ohaatant.
The past participle, which is used only as an adjective In Creole* is 
usually expressed by the verb-form. Ex* ehoual mouri. for cheval mort. It 
is also often expressed by a clause, e.g., aomae oui te aalte. for l*homme 
assls* (at some past time)
THE VERB TO BE
One of the ehief points of similarity between the Creole dialect and
those of the Bantu languages of Africa is in the general absence of the
18verb to be in the present. In the Creole dialect it is usually omitted
before a predicate adjective or noun. Ex.:Li bon, for II eet bon: mo co-
nosBQ. le sals an econome. An explanation for this omission has been
sought in the comparison of the Hegro language to that of a child learn-
19
ing to speak. Cf. the expression, Man bad, for The man is bad. Such an 
explanation would infer the simplicity of the Creole syntax, and would 
assume that the Hegro had wiped out completely from his memory his pre­
vious language experience to learn a new language on the same basis as a 
child. Reference to the various forms of some of the tenses, e.g., the 
Present and the Future, supra, reveals, in truth, a complex and sometimes 
subtle construction, strongly similar to certain African dialects.
When the verb to be appears in the present, it takes the form e (from 
eat?) or ve: e.g., Mo pas eonnain ou mo re (or mo e). Je ne sais pap ou 
le suls.
18. Cf* Calloc'ht Tooabulalre Fra 119a 1 s-flsibwaga-Gbanzlr 1 -Monl ombo. p. £9
19. See Baissao: Etude sur le Patois Creole Maurlclen. pi • 51-2
9
In the Imperfect end simple Fast the verb becomee te, probably from 
eta it or ote. la the Future and Conditional the forms are s& (sra), and 
se (ere), respectively. These forms may well hare been derived from these 
teases of the verb in French. The Future Perfect and Conditional Perfect 
are expressed by the Future and Conditional forms, respectively, and the 
Pluperfect, by the Imperfect.
The form of the infinitive is et', derived from etre. Ex., Li pas ca 
et* la. 11 as peat etre la.
THE VERB TO BABE
This verb Is expressed in Creole, as in many of the Bantu dialects, 
by another verb of approximate meaning. In the Banda language the word
20meaning to have is sa. which means,In French, gagner. posseder. prendre.
In the valley of the Oubangui River, a tributary of the Congo, the verb
to have is often expressed by the word hi, meaning to obtain, sometimes
21by bolccwa. meaning in the hand In the Creole dialect the verb is gain- 
rain ( agjg ), derived from the French gagner, to earn,to obtain.
Hote: The French idioms with avoir are expressed in Creole with etre.
Ex., Li te falm. for II avait faim and Li pe for II a peur.
AUXILIARY VERBS
The following verbs are used as auxiliary verbs in Creole; et* from 
etre a gain vain, I avoir); courl and va for all er: fe. for falre: ole, oule. 
o* ISL* *or voulolr; doua. donate ■» *0T devoir; connaln for aavoir; pq or 
«*, for pouvplr.
20. Co tel: Dlotlonnalre Franoals-Banda et Banda-Franca i a. p XXXI
21. Calloc'hi Vacabulaire FrancaIs-Gmbwaga-Cbouziri-Monloirbo. p. 29.
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As noted, supra. the auxiliary particles te. sa and se are generally
considered as derived from the verb etre*
The verb jgaiuyaln. or gain, is seldom used as an auxiliary* It is need
for avoir d. in the sense of obligation* Ex., Li gain ohonte. II faut qu*
il chante: Li gain non chonte. 11 fau&ra «u * il oh ante (II ofaantarai; LI
gain pou ohonte. (with the emphasis on gain) II faudra an111 chants* He*
will be ordered to sing) La gain pou ohonte* II faudra ouf il chant a» It
will be necessary for him to sing.
The french verb allar is generally considered as the source of the
22Creole future Fartlole a (val as discussed, supra * Under the form alls, 
it is often used in Creole lh a sense equivalent to the English, going to 
plus the infinitive* Ex., H*alle oua li* Je vais abler le voir, also equi­
valent to the expression, Mfa oua 11*
She verb fd, for fairs* is seldom used as an auxiliary. For example,
bouilll ( buji ), or boui (bwi I equivalent to the French faltes boull
ir. Sometimes, however, fe is used; e*g*, fe bouilll.
The verbs ole* oule, or vd regularly serve as modal auxiliaries. Ex.,
Li pas old te ca* II ne veut pas falre oela* Note: The forms ole and oule 
are defective in the Past tense.
The forms donate and doua similarly serve as auxiliaries* Ex*, Li td 
donate fe qa, II devalt falre celat Ll donate (doua) fe ca* II doit.etc* 
The Creole form of the verb savoir is eonnaln (kffng K  derived from 
the French comnitre. It has two uses as an auxiliary. Ex*, (1) Ho eonnaln 
fe pa* Je pcux fairs cela; (2) Ho eonnaln oua 11, Je le vole parfois (oo- 
easional act}.
22. Cf. p. 5, %y£yi
22. Cf p. 18 , infra.
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REFLEXIVE VERBS
As a rule the Creole avoids the use of reflexives. la this it has fol­
lowed a tendency that is found la the evolution of modern French, from the
French of the Middle Ages* Most intransitive verbs were then reflexive in
24form* e.g., s’apareistre, se oomb&tre* se craindre, se dormir, etc.
The Creole uses the reflexive only when the action of the verb is gen­
eral. In such eases, the reflexive pronoun 11 memo follows the verb. Ex., 
Li coupe 11 means, for 11 s,eet coupe. In every other instance the reflex- 
ive is not used. Ex*f Li coupe solamaln. for II e,eat coupe la main. Like­
wise the infinitive of a verb that is reflexive in French is expressed as 
any other infinitive* Ex* * levd, for se lever, etc* when no ambiguity may 
result as to the intended meaning* the same construction follows. Ex. *M*a 
PTflsinaia dimain. Je me promenerai demaln,
RECIPROCAL VERBS
NThese are expressed as if they were reflexive* Ex* * Ye batte ve meme. 
lie se battent.
NEGATIVES
ACThe verb is made negative in Creile by the use of pas, of the French 
ae*. pas, which usually precedes the verb-form. Ex., Li te pas oule. II ne 
voulait pas. Exceptions: (1) In the present tense the negative regularly 
follows* e*g*, Bo oua pas li* Je ae le vois pas. It precedes, however,in 
a few verbs such as gain, eonnaln* In doua* donate, it may precede or fol­
low. [Z) The negative follbws the verb in such expressions as se pas* for
24. Anglade: fli»frmm«-tre Elemental re de l,Anoien Franoals. pp. 196-9.
25. Cf* Guilleron’s Atlas Llngulstioue. vol.l, carte 89, for a similar 
omission of ne. of the negative in some of the dialects of northern France.
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ce nfest p&>. pa paa. for il n»y a pas. (3) The French negative, ae...
riea ia represented by pea before the verb and arlea following* e.g.,
LA te paa fe arlea. II a*avalt riea fait* (4) la the future ĵ e replaces 
pea* e.g*, h’pe t4 qa. Je ae feral pas
IUTRRBOGATIVES
The poaition of subject and verb ia never inverted la Creole* The verb
nay be Bade interrogative by intonation as ia often done la popular French*
or by the use of interrogative adverbs* such as ou, for oh, anon, for quand.
ate* For the French, eet-oe one, the Creole uses esaui. or esaue"; que is
replaeed by sa. aad ou,est-ee cue by qui fin* i Esaud vou gala 119 * h>JP*r
vous? Sa me fftt. Que fabt-il aue Ae faase? Qui sa to gain?. Qu*est-
27oe Gtue tu &s?
THE IHFERSMJAL VERBS 
The impersonal pronoun il doos not exist ia Creole. The French imperaoaals 
are expresaed as personals * or by the use 4f sa. for 11. Ex** Mala Ire sou- 
voat rive. II arrive aouvent des malheursi La oil ape' torobe. II pleats 
Se fe* chaud. or fa chaud. II fait chaud: Sa sod II se oeut.
28Falloir is expressed by fo. gain or gain pou. or bilge (for etre oblige del* 
fix* , Fe mo oua 9a- II faut que le vole cola: To gain pou Aonne mo in 11.
II faut cine tu me le doanes; To sa blige vini. II faudra. qua tu vlennee.
For the impersonal uses of the French verb avoir. the following forms obtain: 
ana? ainaa* ( gna ) * or ins ( fna) , for 11 y as enave* a innave ( gnave) , 
pave, or yave ( jave )* For 11 y avalt; nora, enora* inora ( friora), for 11 
y aura; nore* enoreT, Lnore ( fnore) • for 11 y aura it.
28* Is £a derived from eela? Cf. use of jga In many of the Bantu dialects 
27. Cf* Balas&o* p* 46. 28. Ibid. p. 48 . 29. Cf. Ibid. p. 48
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DEFECTIVE TEBBS
The following verbs are defective in the Present tense* as indicated:
Con, eouri, mouri, n&ln ( ng )* a** and oura are conjugated by means of the 
particles e or av4. The forms donna in (cions )* tcheinne (t jgn )* tchobo, 
tohomfeo, tond^ do not ocour In the present* They are replaced by donne ( d£>n )* 
tohein lt/e *«kob* tchonoe (t jflfm )» and tonne lt,Sn
The following are defective in the past tense* and are conjugated by 
means of the auxiliary te: beson* ( bezff )* besonne (bezffn )* blsoln (bizwg ) • 
bison* and blsonne* connain, gain* gainyain* oler* ouler* pe, and pe.
The verbs tohein, tchob* tchommefead tonne are replaced in the past 
by tcheinne* tohobo* tohomho and tond«C* respectively*
THE XHF1E1T1VE
The Oreole has undoubtedly derived his infinitive, which has furnished 
the verbal-form, except that of the present tense of most verbs* from the 
French infinitive. The theory has been advanced that the French past part­
iciple is the source of the Creole verb-form, and consequently of its infi­
nitive* The reason cited is the prevalence of the past participle in French
30speech as compared with the infinitive* It is true that in the French 
verbs of the first and second conjugations either the infinitive or the 
past participle could have influenced the Creole infinitive or verb-form*
But when the verbs of the third conjugation as well as most of the irregular 
verbs are considered* the theory must necessarily fall. There seems to be 
no valid reason to assume that verbs in certain groups would derive the in-
30. Of* A*BOs: Discussion of Baissac's Lee Patois Creoles de l*tle Maurice* 
in Bom* X* pp. 610^17.
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finitiTe from the French past participle, while in another group, it would 
he formed from the infinitive. The French Infinitive eouftd well have heen 
the eouroe of the Creole infinitive, with few exceptions.
THE IMPERATIVE
For the seeond person, singular of the imperative, the Creole uses the 
verfe-form of the present tense. Ex., mongo ( ), for mange; proa { pro ),
for par ends.
In the second person, plural, the verb-form for the other tenses is used. 
Ex. , monge. ( mC?e * * for W2S8&H Pronne (pr5n ), for prenez.
In the first person, plural, the Creole uses anon ( an$ ), probably de- 
31rived from allons. Note; The word ano, meaning allons. appears in the
22Gmbwaga dialect. The Creole thus has: anon mongo'. for mangeong anon 
pronne. for nrenons. etc.
For the use of the imperative in the third person, singular or plural, 
(e.g., the Frenoh, ou»ll mange), the Creole employs a substitute which is 
found in the Frenoh use of laisser. Ex., ldse* li mongo', or auitrf 11 monge. 
for the French, au*ll mange.
TBS PASSIVE VOICE
The Passive Voice does not exist in Creole. 4 passive verb is expressed 
33in the Active Volve. For example, for the expression, II est aimd, the 
Creole says, Y4 lainmaln 11 (je 125m g li}, Ils l*alment. or on l*aime.
For, I/arbre a etd coud^ par 1*hocre. we have Homme-la coupe' dl bols-la.
31. Cf. anons for allons In certain French dialects.
32. Of. Calloe*h; Vooabnlalre CmfrBaga- Gbouzir i~Mon.1ombo. p. 29.
33. Characteristic of the Banda dialect. Cf. Cotel- Diotionnalre Francals -
at Banda-Francals. p. XXVIII.
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PARADIGMS
Following are paradigms to show in a summary the conjugation of the 
Creole verb as discussed, supra. Four Terbs are used, as follows: (1) a 
Terb with a special form for the present tense, (2) a verb with the same 








m*d mongd (me m$7,e ), Je mange, Je suls en train de
t'd mongd (te tu manges, etc. (manger,
lid mongd lie ) , 11, elle mange, etc*
n*d, ou d, yfd monger nous mangeons, vous manges,
( ne we ye md^e) ils, elles mangent, etc.
° mongo \ •'fl ° ~ a & % ), 
to mongo ( to 11163) * 
li mesge ( ii ,




nous mangeons, vous manges
ils, elles mangent( nu u je )
Second Form
m'&pd mongd (mape m3 %e ) 
t’apd moggd (tape rrrSse ) 
l*ape mongd (lape mS^e ) 
n'apd, ou apd, y*apd monge'
(nape wape j ape m6 3 0  )
(Same as first form)
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Hat Tens*
m’mongo ( ) , Je mangeal, j’al mange"
to ioag^ ( to mS , tu mange&s , tu as mangd
11 mongd CLi m<? 70 }, 11, olio mangea, a snangd
sou, ou yd mongd nous m&nge&nos, avone mange', vous mange&tes
(nu u je m6^e ) aves mango', lie,elles mangerent, ont mangd.
Imperfect Tenge 
First Form
mo t’apd mongd 1 mo tape m6^e), Jo mangeals
to t’apd mongd ( to tape m$^ejv tu mangea is
11 ft’&pd mongd ( li tape irrSze), 11, olio mangeait
nou, ou, ye t’apd mongd ' nous roangions, vous mangiez,
(nu u je tape mS^e) U 8f el lee mangeaient.
Second Form
mo tO 6 mongd ( m° te e mfif̂ e ),
to td d mongd (to te e m<5ge ) (Same as firet form)
11 td d mongd ( li te e m3ge )
nou, ou, yd td d mongd
(nu u je te e
Future Tenae
Simple Form
u*a mongo' ( ma nrflTge ), je manger&i
t*a mongd ( ta m£f ), tu mangeras
l1 a mongd ( la nrtf̂ e ), 11, elle mangera
n’a ou’a, y’a mongd nous mangerons, vous mangerez,
(na wa j a mG ̂ e ) lie, elles mangeront
Progressive Form
mo s’apd mongd (mo sape m-ffje), je manger&l,(1 shall be eating)
to s’apd mongd (to sape mffze), tu manger&e, etc.
li s’apd mongd (li eape , 11, elle mangera, otc.
non, ou, yd s’apd mongd nous mangerons, vous mangerez,
( nu u je sape ) He, elles manger ont, Otc*
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Conditional flense
bo sd mongo (mo se mS^e )» je mangerals, j* aura Is m&ngd
to 94 mongd (ti se )t tu mangerals,, tu aurals mange
11 94 mOagd (li se ), 11, elle manger&it, aura it mange
BOt» ou,yd se" monger nous manger ions, aurions mangel,
(nu u je se m S ) vous mangerie2 , auriez mangd,
ils, elles mangeraient, auralent mange'
Pluperfect Tenee
b o W  aofiĝ  (mo te m$se)» J* avals mangd
to td mongo' (to te m-ff̂ e), tu avals mangd
11 14 mong4 (li te mff^e)* H »  elle avait mangel
nou, ou, yd t4 mongd ' nous avioxts, vous aviez, ils, elles
(nu u je te nrSge) avaient mangd
Future Perfect
bo sa Bonge (mo sa m-C^e), j*aural mange
to sa mongd (to sa tu auras mangel
11 sa mongd (li sa m5ge), H # elle aura mangd
nou, ou, yd sa mongd nous aurons, vous aurez, ils,
(nu u je sa mff̂ e elles auropt mangd
Infinitive
Present
mongd (m^7e )t manger
Imperative
monge ( 7, ) * mange
anon mongd I anff1 m6 7,e ) ,  mangeons 
mongd ( ), manges
Participles
Present Past
mongeon. (m3 ̂ 3 ) mangeant mongd I }, mangd
apd mongd ( ap e mS ?e ) M
ia
II





to i o u m !
11 seuasi 
nou, ou, ye sotesi
(nu u j e swazi )
(mo swazi), 
( to swazi'i , 








M’s souasl ( me swazi 
V *  souasl I te swazi 
l9b souasl ( le swazi 
n9d, ou «f, y9rf souasl




je oholsls, je suis en train de choisir 
tu eholslt, etc*
11, elle oholsitt etc.
nous choisissons, vous choisissez,
ils, elles, ohoislssent, etc.
Second Form
m*ape souasl (mape swazi ̂ ]
t9apd souasl ( tape swazi j 
l9apd souasl ( lape swazi j 
n*apd, ou apd, y9apd souasl
(nape wape jape swazi)
(Same as first form]
Past
mo souasl (mo swazi ), 
to souasl ( to swazi ), 
11 souasl ( li swazi },
nou, ou, t/4 souasl
(nu u je swazi )
je ohoisis, j'ai ohoisi 
tu oholsls * tu as choisi 
11, elle ohoislt, a ohoisi 
nous ohoislmes, avons ohoisi, 
vous chois1tea. ave z oho is1, 
ils, elles ohoislront, out ohoisi
Imperfect 
First Form
mo Vapd souasl (mo tape swazi ), je oholsiss&ls
to t9api souasl (to tape swazi ), tu choisissals
11 t9apd souasl (li tape swazi j, ilt elle choielosait
nou, ou, y4 t9apd souasl nous choisisslons, vous
(nu u je tape swazi ) choisisslez, ils, elles choisinsalent
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Second Form 
mo td e souasl ( ®o te e ewaz^,
to td d souasl ( **e e swazi (Same as first form)
li te d souasl ( li te e swazi





swaziBt*a souasl (tfa souasl (
lfa souasl I swazi
n*a, ou'a, y*a souasl







nous oholslrons, voua ohoisirez,
11a, elles ohoislront
bo s'apd souasl 
to s’apd souasl 
11 s’apd souasl
Progressive Form
( mo sape swazj., 
jto sape swazi) f 
^li sape swazi)
BOU, ̂nu ou, yd srape souaslu sape swazi j
J® choislrai, (1 shall be choosing) 
tu ohoisiras, etc.
11, elle ohoislra, etc.
nous choisirons, vous choisIre*,





mo md souasl 
te sd souasl (
11 sd souasl ( 
nou, ou, yd sd souasl










nous ohoisirlons, vous cholsirlez,
ils, elles ohoislralent
Pluperfect
mo td souasl ( BO
to td souasl (
11 td souasl ( 11 te
non, ou, yd td souasl|nu u je te swazi)
me sa souasl 
to sa souasl 
11 sa souasl







), j* avals ohoisi 
), tu avals ohoisi 
I, 11, elle avalt ohoisi






swazi i . * * swazi )
b w  azi )
j’aural ohoisi
tu auras ohoisi
11, elis aura ohoisi





souasl ( swazi I • ehoielr
Imperative
sou&si ( swazi )v oho Isle v choisissez 
anon souasl ( an-ff swazi) v choisissons
Participles
Present Past
souasissen ( swazi s<5 ) , ohoisissant soimsi (swazi )9 ohoisi








m*4 moor! ( muri j© meurs
t*d mourl ( te muri ), tu moors
lfe monrl ( le muri ), ilf elle meurt
n*e, ea d, y*d mourl nous mourons, vous mourez,
(re we je muri ) ils, elles meurent
Second Form
m’apd mourl ( mape muri }t
t’apd mourl (tape muri )
lfapd mourl ( 1 ape muri ) (Same as first form)
n’apd* ouape, y’apd mourl
(rape wape jape muri )
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ftmt
m'mourl (m Kuri ), 
to Miri ( to muri ) , 
11 mouri (li muri), 
am, ou, mourl
(nu u j e muri )
je mourns, je suia mort
tu mourns, tu es mort
11, elle mourut, 11, elle est mort(a)
loue mourtmea, eoiames morte,
▼eue mourutes, etee mort(s)
He, ellee moururent, sent mort(e)a.
Imperfect
Firet Form
mo t*apd mourl ( 11-10 tape mu-ti)^
to t'aprf mourl ( to tape muri),
11 t’ap* mourl ( 1 i tape muri ) ,
sou, ou, ye t'apcf mourl
(nu u je tape muri J
Second Form
mo td d mourl I io te e muri
to te Cf mouri (to te e muri
11 td d mouri ( 1 i te e muri
nou, ou, yd td 4 mouri(nu u je te e muri}
Future
Simple Form
m*& mouri (ma muri ),
tf& mouri (ta muri ),
1*a mouri (la muri j,
n*a ou’a, y’a mouri




nous mourions, vous mouriez,
11s, elles mouralent




nous mourrona, roue mourrez,
ils* elles mourront
mo s’apd mouri 
to s’apd mourl ( to f;g| 
11 s’apd mouri ( li eoi 
nou, ou, yd s*apd mouei
(nu u je rape &uri )
Progressire Form
( mo sape muri ) f
fta ri 
;l u I* i
),
Oondltlonal
& emo sd mourl (ri
to sd mourl (to efc
11 sd mouri (11
nou, ou, yd sd mourl
(nu u je &e muri )
Df u r i 
fiiur i
m ur i
je mourrai, (I shall be dying) 
tu mourras, etc*
11, elle mourra, etc* 
nous raourrons, vous mourrez, 









Boo te'mouri ( a3° te- tr-ur‘ }, 
to to mouri (to te iruri ) f
li te mouri ( li to- iButi }#
nou, ou, te te mouripu u je; te muri j
Future Perfect
mo sa mouri ( 210  ̂a m u r i ) f
fee sa mouri ( ^  ba ),
li sn mouri (11 sa mui>1 j,
nou, ou,.ye' sa mouriI nu u je sa murij
Infinitive
Present
mouri ( muri ),
Imperative
mouri ( muri ) , 
anon mouri ( nff w uri
gar̂ lolP.lg.g.
Pvaaant
mouron ( liurff mqurant 
ap4 mouri ( aFe c’,uri ) mour&nt
IV




mfê  ( - ), je suls
t * 6 t te ), ttt 68
1*4 I 1 - ), 11* elle est
n*e» su'd, y#̂ f nous eommes, vour.
(ne v - jr- ) lie, elles sont
j’etais mort
tu £t&is mort
il, elle ^tait mort(e)




11, elle eera mort(e)





mouri ( a-un morfe
Second. Form
mo yd ( !li0 } , je euis
to yd I to 1 < j t tu es
11 ( li j ), lif elle eet
otes, nou, out ye yd nous eommes,




so W  ( ffio te ), je fua, j’&i ete'
to td ( to te tu fue, tu as etd
li td ( ̂  te jf ti# eiie fut f & ete' (Same as past)
son, ©u, yd td nous futaee, avons dtd,
pu u je te j vous fates, ares ete',
ils, elles furent, ont dte
Future Conditional
sa ),b o sa { so 
to sa ( to
11 sa ( ̂  sa )f
nou, ou, yd sa{ nu u je sa j
je serai 
s a ), tu seras
11, elle sera 
nous serous, tous serez, 
ils, elles earont




(  © O  8 $
[ LO G£
I li ss J,
nou, ou,. yd sd| nu u j e Be
Future, and gg, for srd in the Conditional
), je serais 
), tu serais
11, elle serait 
nous serions,
) vous series, 
ils, elles seraient
Pluperfect 
(&ne as past, supra)
Future Perfect 
(Same as Future, supra)
Infinitive
Present 







She following ar* some of tho moro eonman locutions found in the Creole 
dialect.
Co fa ire • ( ko ter), Pourquoi 
Con o n t oa fe, ( kSm6 sa f e) . Pourquoi.
Coanaia ca poa fe, ( k5n£ sa pu i'e), Saroir que faire- 
Conri eotd, ( kuri kote>* **»•*-
94 eo lidd, I fe so lide)f ge decider.
Ca li la* ( g a 1 i 1 a ) * Le roila.
§Bjn don lide, ( ge 6.6 tide ), S’attendre &
Haiaain dl train, ( m £n S di tr£), Fa Ire du bruit.
Mette aalte, (met as it Paire aeeeoir.
Pe to la djel, (pe to la d^e}, Taie-tol-
Potd ateaeioa, ( pote at<5sj<3» Falre attention*
Qoi sa ye, (ki sa je ), Ce quo c’eet.
Sa fe', ( sa fe ), Alore.
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PART II 
A GLOSSARY OF VERBS 
Of THS CKEOLB DIALECT
-A-
ABITCHSR, tr.» intr. Habî uer., s’habituer
Present tense form: abitchl, ( 11 J1J.
ABITOUB, (abi twej Cf. abitcher. supra.
P-T.F. : abiti, (abiTif;
ALLEB, file } intr. Aller (Deed in a general sense only)
P.T.F.: va, ). &x. Mo Ya wa 11 tons lee jou. (Je vais le
Yoir tons las jours ) For the other uses of aller. of. courl„ infra.
AMZKH, (amize j tr. * intr. Amuser, s’amuser.
P.T.F. : amiss, (ami a ).
AKPIYER, (apijej tr. , intr. Appuyer* s’appuyer.
P.T.F.: appiye, 4l- ̂ ^ )
APPBOSBE, (aprffn) tr. Apprendre.
P.T.F. : appron, (uprflf ). Qf. similar suppression of dre ending,
following an n, in the verbs of the dialects of Brittany. Normandy, 
Poktou, Saintonge and Louisiana.
A^DISER, (aki zc ) tr. Accuser'
P.T.F.: aquise, )•
A S  IEEE # (asire) tr. , intr. Assurer, s’assurer.
P.T.F.: as sire, ).
AJDSIS, (as  ̂ ) tr., intr. Asseoirv s'asseoir.
Der- past participle of toe verb asaeolr.
ASS ITS, (asit ) flame as aasls. supra
Mote; The O.F. form of agseolr was asseir. pronounced assir■ This 
is still the dialect of central and northwestern France, of Canada, 
and parts of Louisiana.
In Points CoupesParish the Creole is either assis or assite. in
the present tense of this verb, while in the past tense the form is
usually asaite.




BABILLEB, ( babi je| tr. , Intr* Grander,
P.T.F.: Ubille, (pabij ), Der- Fr. babiller, to chatter* (Trans­
fer of meaning through analogy in performance).
lUSfflmi, fc&jS } tr., intr. Baigner, se baigner.
P.T.F.: Baigne, fcSj ).
BALIBB, (balje) tr. Balayer .
P.T.F.- balille, (palij ). Der- O.F. halier. to s//eep. Dial.
Anjou, Berry, Champagne. Haine, Niverbais, Orleans, Picardy, saint- 
onge, Touraine, Canada and Louisiana.
BALOBSBB, ( balSsd tr., .intr. Balancer, se balancer.
P.T.F.: halonoe,
BARHBB, (bare) tr. Farmer a clef.
P.T.F.: barxe, (bar ) jjx, tarrd la pote, (I lock the door)*
Bar- Fr. barrer. to fasten with a bar, to close, to obstruct. Dial. 
Poitou, Saintonge, Canada, Louisiana.
BATI, (b&ti ) tr. Batir.
BATTB, (bat ) tr., intr. Battre, se battre. Cf. blnmaln. bicher. infra*
P.T.F.: ba, (t>Q ).
BBCEB, ( be: se) tr., intr. Bercer, se bercer.
P.T.F.: besse,
BBGUER, fegle) intr. Beugler.
P.T.F.: begue, O55? )>
BBHi, (benij tr. Benir.
BBTEB, ( bete) tr. Tracasser,
BsT.F. ; bette, (b£b ) Ex. Li tont beter mo in mo fou 11 ain coute 
pied. (He worried me so much that I gave him a kick).
D©r- Fr. embeter, (fam*) to annoy, to pester.
BSTIS&B, (beriz^ tr., intr. (1) Dire des betises, (2) falre des vilains 
tours a, (5) passer le temps a dee riens.
P.T.F.: betise, (betiz). Der- Fr. betise. (n.). sillinees, nonsense 
Dial. Anjou, Bas-Haine, Burgundy, Hormandy, Touraine, Canada, La.
BBS) IB, (bezwg) intr. Falloir.
Ex. Li bezoin couri cotd la mdson (He has to go to the house).
Der- Fr. besoln. Cf. b^zon. bdzonne. bizoin, blzon. bizonne. fo. 
infra.
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BBZOH, (bez5 } Of. keaoln, supra.
BEEOKKB, (bezSn) Cf. besoin. supra.
BIGHER, (bije ) tr* (1) Bucher* (2) battre, (3) assommer.
P.T.F. • biche, tbif }• Der- Fr* bucher. to out down, to strike*
Cf• butte. supra: blnmaln. infra.
BICHXEB, (bi/je) Of* btoher. smxra.
BIHBalE, (btinS 1 tr* (1) Battre, (2) assonxner, (3} ealir.
P.T.F.: bime* tfm ). Der- Fr. abimer. to over whelm, to cut to 
pieces. Cf. batte. bieher* bichier. supra.
BITER, kite ) tr., Intr* (1) Buter, (2) se heurter, (3) butter.
P.T.F.: bite, fait ). Der- Fr* buter, to stumble; butter. to
bank: up* Cf • boder. infra*
BILOIH, (bizTfgl Of* be20In. supra.
BX20H* ( b i z6) Cf * bdsola. supra*
BIBOBSB, (biz5n ) Cf* bdsoln. supra.
Bote: This form, together with bbsonne* supra, are more commonly
used in Point e Coupee Parish.
SUS3SBR, (bles& tr*, intr* Blesser, se blesser.
P.T*F• : bleese, kies } *
BLIGEE, (bli^ej intr. Falloir, etre oblige (de).
P.T.F.; blige, (bllgj. Cf. bdgoln. etc., supra: fo. Infra.
BUTER, (blije) tr., intr. Oublier.
P.T.F*: bliye, (blij)
BLORCHI, (bl'5/i) tr., intr. Blanchir.
BO, ( bo) tr. Embrasser.
Der- African dialects. In the Akra dialect bo means to make friend­
ship with: in Otyi, to originate, to bring into existence. 1
BODER, (bode) tr., intr. (1) Accoster, (2) se heuirter a, ( 3 )  prendre,2
P T.P.: bode, (bod )* Der- Fr. aborder.tNar. ) to collide with.
Dial. Honrendy, Canada, Louisiana. Cf. biter, supra.
1. 2 inner roan, J. : Vocabulary of the Akra- or Qa-Langnage. pp. 32-33.
2. Used in the sense of ’to oatch«Vfto board" a train.
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BGHDQHKAIH, (h-ffdOtoS) tr* Abondonner.
P.T.F.: bondonne, tbOdffn )• Of. bon&onner. infra,.
BOBBONKKE, ( fcrSdtfn̂  S.M. , Cf. bondonnajn. supra ■
BO0A, (bwa ) tr. Bo ire -
BOUDSR, (bube) tr., Intr. Embourber, s'embourber.
P.T.F*: boube, (bub ).
B0UI, (bwi ) tr., intr. Bouillir.
P.T.F.: bouille, fr>uj ). Of. bouilli. infra
BOUSQUILEB , (busiile) tr. (1) drooler, (2) froisser, to rumple
P.T.F. s bousqulle, (buskil). Der- Fr. bousouler. to Jostle, to
tumble. Cf. bablller. supra,
BBHSI, (brile) tr,, intr. Bruler, se bruler.
P.T.F.: brile, t>ril ),
BBOOXLLEB, (bruje) tr., intr. (1)-troubler, (2) Btre faohe contre 
quelqu'un, an point de no pas se parler,
P.T.F.: brouille, (bruj ). Der- Fr. broBlller. to mix up, to blend*
-C-
CA, t a ) intr. Pouvoir*
Der- probably from African Negro dialects. It seems unlikely that 
this verb is derived from the French capable, since in every other 
instance the Creole has followed t e general rule and has not drop­
ped the accented syllable*
Bote: Ca has a sense of probability as well as possibility; ex.:
Mo ©a fe ca (I may do that; or £ can do that). Cf* capab. infra.
CACHES, ( kaj*e) tr., intr. Cacher, se cacher.
P.T.F* cache, (kaj* ) Cf. caehler. infra.
CACHIEH, (ka/je^ 0f cacher. supra*
CaLEE. (kale ) tr., intr* Enfonoer, svenfonoer. (To drive down, to sink).
P.T.F.: eale, (kal ) Der- Fr. ealer, (Nav.), to sink low, or lower,
In water Dial- Poitou, Saintonge, Canada, Louisiana.
CALQPILER, I kalkil«J tr. , Intr. Calculer.
P.T.F.: calquile, fccalkifc). Of. cerquller. infra*
CAPAB, (kapab ) intr. Pouvoir,
Per- Fr. Atre capable* Cf. Ca. supra*
CAPOTELB, Ikapote^ tr., *»tr. Henverser.
P.T.F.: capote, kapot )• Per- Fr. capo ter. (nav.) to upset, to
QABACQLSR, t^arakole) intr. Chanoeler.
P.T.F.: o&racole, fcarakol ). Der- Fr. caraooler, to turn in a
sig-sag course, (fey extension, to stagger)* Dial- Canada, La.
Cf• carlooler. infra.
CARICOLBR, ( karikol^ Cf. oaracoler. supra.
GAB^CILER, ^orkile } Of. calauiler. supra.
P.T.F.: oarquile. (kaekill*
GHACHSR, l j*a: fe) tr. Cheroher.
P.T.F.: anache, J*a: J 1 - Der- Dialect oharcher for chercher .
Dial- Anjou, Derry, Canada, La. Cf. chachler» chfecher. ehechler. 
infra.
CHAGHIEB, (jai/jfe Cf. ehaoher. supra
CHA&KB, {/a: $$ tr. Heclamer, demander, charger.
P.T.F.: ehage, (/a: 3 )< Cf. English to charge*
CHAPS' ' * ‘ * ' “1 6obapper, s'&shapper, (2) laiseer tom-
P.T.F.: chape, (J*ap ).
GH&HREH, (j*are ) intr. Causer.
P.T.F.: eharre, (jar )• Per- Provencal, oharra, to chat.
Dial- Louisiana.
2GHAHEXE&, l/arje) tr. Transporter.
P.T.F.: charri, (J*ari) Der- charrier. to draw in a cart or
wagon.
CS&UFFER, l/ofe) tr., intr. (1) chauffer, se chauffer, (2) echauffer, 
s'^ehauffer, (2) poursuivre de tree pres, (4) r^primander, (censure 
severely).
P.T.F.: choffe, (Jof).
CEBCHER, ( f6x ri Cf. ohaeher, ohaohler. supra*
P.T.F.; chdche, (j*e:j*)
OE^CHIEB, (/ez/jeCf. cheoher, supra.
CEBCHER, I fe fe 5 tr., intr. S^cher, se secher.
P.T.F. 1 ohecbe, (j*sj1 ) - ^er- by assimilation Cf. chaser, infra.
capsice
3. For similar use of this verb, cf. Baissac- Le Folklore de iile M&urloe. 
p. 97*
CHBSBR, (jese) Cf• checher, supra.
P.T.F. : ohesft© TT sT T. Der— 0«F. acheser. to dry up.
* } tr., intr. (1) changer, (2) habiller, s*habill©r
P.T.F. : ehonge, ^<5  ̂ }. Cf. ohongler. infra,
CHDHGISh, (j'fif ̂ j e ) Of. ohonger, supra.
CHOFTBH, ^ t e  ) tr., intr. Chanter.
P.T.F. ; chonte, ( j*5t )«
CLATHB, (klate) tr., intr. i&ol&ter, e’eelater.
P.T.F.: cl&te, fclab ).
CLBCl, (klesi) Belaircir, eVol&lrclr; tr., intr. Cf. Clerer. infra.
CLKRKR, (klere) tr., intr. (1) eolairer, s’eclairer, (2) dc la ircir,
8*Eclairoir Of. Oleoi. supra
P.T.F.: ole, (kle ).
COCKER, Iko/e ) tr., intr. Scorcher, s’ecorchor.
P.T.F. ooche, (koj* ) Of. cochier. infra.
COGHIBR, (koj*je) Cf. cocher. supra.
COCOBl£h, kokobj^ intr. Faire le eaut de mouton, (to buck, as a horse
P.T.F.: cocobille, Ikokobij)- Der- Span, oorcobear. to buck.
Cf. corcobier. dialect, Louisiana.
COXBCKR, (kweee) tr. Attraper (fig.), ex.: Li aeye' fou mo in ndons, md
no in coinee' li (He tried to get the best of me, but 1 caught him) *
P.T.F.: coince, (ewes ). Der- Fr. ooincer. to wedge.
COLER, (kole ) tr. Coller.
P.T.F.: colie, (kol)-
4COMIHISR, kominje) intr. Conran ier.
P.T.F.: comini, komini )
COlftlOWCER, (k5nrtfse) tr. Ooromencer.
P. T.r . ■ coiu onee, (kSm5s 1 -
COLPLAHTBR, Ik ̂ piste) in tr. (S. iL ) se plaindre.
P.T.F.: complaint©, (kS>plgt )• Der- probably from Fr. compla inte.
(n.), lament. Cf. also Fr. compla indre (obs), to complain,
Cf. Plalne. infra.
a — — — — — — - — - -
4. Cf. Greffler, H.: Dietlornaire Francais-Serrer. p 65, for the same con 
etruction in this African dialect.
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COMPI&ShS, {kCpr^n) tr. Ccmprendre
P.T.F. : Comprond, ) .
COSDI, IkfiTdi ) tr. Conduire
Cf. condoul. meineln. infra. The form condl is more In use in 
Folate Coupe.
GOBDOUI, fctfdwi ) Of. oondi. supra.
(KSQUZB, (kffjg ) tr., intr. Fr&pper Ex.: Mo coggnaln li, (1 hit him).
Mo eongaain ap^ la pote, (£ knock at the door).
P. T.P.; oongne, Qsrffj }. Der- i?r. cogner, to knock, to strike.
Cf• oongner. Infra.
GOBSHKB, fcfifje 1 Cf* oongnain, supra (S.M.)
OOHhAlH, (kone ) tr. (1) Conn&ttre, (2) s&roir.
Der- fr. connaltre
QQKSOBTX, Ur$s5ti)lntr. Consentlr 
.T.F.: eonson, (kr$s$).
COBTER, Qc5te ) tr. Conter, raconter.
P.T.F.: eonte, (k<5t )
COHTIHILR, (kStfnje) tr. Continuer^
P.T.F. : contini, (kfftfni), Cf. continouain. Infra.
COSTIHOUa IH, nwg) Of* continier. supra,
COBTSLB, IkrStre 1 tr. Rencontror.
COU, (ku ) intr. Aller
P.T.F.: ra t̂ a )• Cf. oouri. infrai aller. supra.
GOUDB, (kud ) tr., intr. Coudre.
P.T.F* r cou, (ku )•
COOT, feui ) tr. Cuire Cf. tchoul. infra.
COURa&ER, IkuraFeJt1'* intr. Bnoourager, s’enoourager,
P.T.F.: courage, (kurag ) oouragler. Infra.
CCUBaGIER, ( kuragje 0i' SSB&BSt* supra.
OOURI, Ikuri ) intr. Al er.
P.T.F.: ra, (va )• Cf* £2S* £2££t
SE
COSTHEa* (kute ) tr* ©outer, eocuAer.
P.T.F* : coute, (kut ).
COUTISER, (kutise) tr. Courtlier
P.T.F. : eoutlae, (kutiz).
COOTEUL, fcuvri ) tr. Couvrir.
P.T.F.: couve, (kuv ).
©BASSE, (kraz^ tr* Eor&ser.
P.T.F.: erase, (kraz j. cf. maoher. rnachier. infra,
CBB, (kre) tr., intr. ©roire Of* croua. infra.
CB&VEH, (kreve) tr* , Intr. Crever (to burst), mourir
P.T.F.: erere, (krov ). Der- Fr. orever. to buret, to die.
Dial- Berry, Blrernais, Canada, La. Cf* mourl. Infra.
CRIEE, (krije ) intr. Crier, pleurer
P.T.F*: eri, (k̂ i ). Cf. plArer* infra.
CBDCHER, (kroje) tr* (1) Acer ocher, (2) s&icir, (3) prendre (f ig.) -
Ex. (3): La pe aroehe li, (La peur l*a pris).
P.T.F*: eroche, ( k r o j*). Der- O.F* acrooher. to seize: of. mod.
Fr*, to get hold of, to catch. Cf* croohier. infra.
CBOCHLEB, (krojje) Cf* or ocher, supra.
CBDCEX, (krofi) tr. Courber*
P.T.F.: croohe fcro.f ).
CfiDUA, (k rv;a) tr. , intr. Cf* ere* supra.
CROUPI, (krupi) tr., ii.tr* Acoroupir, s'accroupir*
-D-
B B B 0 D B B 3 , ( c t e b o b ^  tr. D^bourber (S*M«)
P. T.F* ; aeboube, ( ciecub) Cf. d^brouber. infra.
D E B E C U B K i.,  ( aebrub^ tr. Cf. ddbouber. supra.
P, T.F. : d^broube, (dfcbrub) Der- by metathesis
D&OKSE, I aef-ffn) tr., D^fendre, se uefendre.
P.T.F*’ ddfon.
D&GEIHEIH, laeKerigr)intr* Dejeuner.
P. t.f • * ddgeinne, ((1 e n J.
BfcHdRRTSR, (deaiareJ tr. Detacher.
P . T . F . :  demarre, ( d e m a r l .  Der- Fr* demurrer, to unmoor, (by trans­fer of meaning, to untie).
DBH^CKSS, (depefe) tr., intr* Depeoher, s© depeoher.
P.T.F.: d6peohe, v d e p s /). Cf. oura. infra.
DEPbScBIEE, (depejj^ C f* depeoher. supra.
DEFOHSER, (depffse)  tr* (1) de'penser, (2) oonsonmer, (3) entortiller.
P.T.F.: depone©, (depSel.
D^SOHKE, (des5n) tr*, intr* Descend re.
P.T.F.* deson. (ueeS).
D&TRI, ( cletral tr. Detruire. Cf. detrier. infra.
P&TEIHR, ( d e t r i j e )  Cf* ddtrl. supra.
a e v f n ^  t r .  D ev in er.
P. T*F*: divine, (tievfn). Cf. dev indr .divinein. infra.
DiraEH, ( devi nJb Cf. devinein* supra. (S.E*)
M *  ( ai) tr- Dire.
DIHBIB , (arnS ) intr* Diner.
P.T.F*: dine, (afn). Cf* diner, infra.
DI5SB, ( din^ Cf* dineln. supra.
DIHEB* 1 uirtj tr., intr* Durer, endurer.
P.T.F. : dire, (uir I *
DIVIHEIH, ( divfnfj Cf. Devinein* supra.
DIVIHI. (aivTni) intr. Devenir.
P.T.F*: divine, ( ciivS'n).
DJETEH, ( urtik- tr. Guetter
ir.T.F*: djette, ( ujtet). Cf. garter* infra.
DOBEE, (dffn) tr. Donner* Cf. donnein* infra.
DGEHEIH, ( dffng ) Cf. domie. *£££&This form is selaom used, and never in the presents
DOBSER, ( dtfee) tr. Denser.
P.T.F.: donee, ( dcTfo)
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DOMX, (doici 1 intr. Dormlr.
P.T.F. : do, (do ) • Of, droml. inf fa
DOUA, (aia ) tr., intr. Devoir
Der- from present indicative, singular, Fr. devoir. 
Cf. donate. Infra.
DOHATE* (dwat ) Cf. doua. supra.
Cf. the formation of assite from ass is*
DtBOMI, (droi&i ) Of. domi. supra.
Der- by metathesis.
ag-
SDBB, (eae ) tr. Alder.
P.T.F. : dde, fed ) Cf. ider. infra.
ESBPERER, (sspGp^) tr., intr. Attendre.
P.T.F.: espere, )• Der- O.F. esparer, to wait.
Dial- Anjou, Berry, Brittany, Poitou, Picardy, Saintonge, Normandy, 
Canada, Louisiana. Cf. tonne, infra.
BSPLIQUER, feeplike ) tr* Bzpliquer.P.T.F. s esplique, feeplik I* Bote: Modern Fr. prefixes in ex 
were eg, in O.F. From a study of some of the African dialects, on
the other hand, it seems fairly safe to conclude that the sound ex 
was unknown to the negro, and avoided by him on the score of diffi­
culty in pronunciation.
ESKJSER, leepoze^ *r# t1) Exposer, (2) ensevelir (to lay out a corpse). 
P.T.F.: ee pose, iB-yoz I-
isQUIfKR, (eskize) tr., l»tr. Excuser, s*excuser 
P.T.F.: esquise, 4skiz )•
-F-
FE, fe I tr. Paire.Der- present indicative, singular, of faIre.
FILBB, (file ) tr. Affiler, aiguiser.
P.T.F.: file, (rii )• Der- Fr. affiler, to sharpen, to whet.
FXMAUr, (i fiLg) tr., intr. FumerP.T.F. : fime, ) Of .i flmer. infra.
FXHSR, fiae ) Of* f imaln. supra. (S*M* }
Fim, $fni J tr* Flair.
tO, (lo ) intr* F&lloir.
Per- present indicative, failolr. la the past tense the form 
falls is used, as sell as fo.
FOBNN, fCn ) tr* Fond re, fendre.
P.T.F* s foa, (S J.
tOO, (fu ) tr* (1) I>oaaer ou appliquer violemment; (2) d^guerpir. 
Sx. t Ho fou li aia ooute pied* (1 gave him a kiok). tou loamp*, 
(Get out!}.
Der- O.F* foster, to heat, Cf. footer. dial- Anjou, Brittany, 
Canada, Louisiana.
tOOAWKH, If * ate ) tr* Fouetter.
P.T.F*: fouatte, (tv.at ). Dial- Anjou, Brittany, Picardy,
Canada, Louisiana* Of* tailler. infra.
F0U&EBE, (fwete ) Cf. fouatter. supra. (S.M. )
FOOTI, luni ) tr. Fournlr.
PK&DI, fcredi ) intr. Befroidir.
Der- O.F. fredlr, to cool off. Dial- Berry, Normandy, Canada,
FBBIHKBIN, irgmg ) tr., intr. Former, se former, enfermer.
Also found as femain. ft Snig ) , and tamer, (feme ), IS.M.)
P.T.F. s frame, tree: ?, and feme, fc'Em ).
FBDTfiE, (t rote ) tr., intr* Frttter, se frotter.
P.T.F.: frotte, (trot }.
FB0UB1, (frubi ) tr. Frotter, nettoyer.
Bx.: LI froubi lploncher (She scrubbed the floor).
Der- O.F. forblr. co clean. Cf. mod. Fr. fourblr. to polish, as 
metals; thus, froublr. by metathesis Dial- Canada. Louisiana.
- G -
GADEB, (9 tr., intr. (1$ garder, (2) gu&rder, (3) re^^Gr.
P.T.F.: gade, L o :<J - guarder. to look, to watch.
Dial— Normandy, Canada, Louisiana.
Imperative- ga, (;.: j 1.
RSalH, (gg ) tr. Avoir, obtenir, gagner.
Der** Fr. gagner. to earn, to obtain.
Koto: Gain has also the meaning of falloir. in the sense of avoir &
ex.: Li gain pen p&tl. (He has to go away}. Cf. galngnaln. infra*
GAIBGHAUT, (<*£je } Cf. gain, supra.
GALGALISER, (galaali^ti tr*, intr* Gargariser, se garg&riser.
P.T.F.: galgalise, djalgalia I*
Hote: This verb is also pronounced gagaliaer. and gagarlser.
GALQiKR, {ialope ) tr*, intr. Galoper, oourir.
P*T.F* : galoppe, (galop ). Of. gainer* infra.
Dial- Hormanfy, Pioardy, Louisiana.
GALFBR, (jalpe ) c** £&lS£SJL* supra.
G&B0CHE&, (garo/el tr*, intr. Jeter des pier res, etc. a. Ex. s Mape 
garooher 11, (1 am pelting him). (S. M*)
P.T.F.: garoche, (qaroj* )• Dial- Anjou, Poitou, Canada, La.
GAEOIfTI, ^arffti ) tr.9 intr. Garantir, se garantlr.
GS1H81S, fegng ) tr., intr. Goner, se gdner.
P.T.F* gene, fcgn }• Cf* gener. Infra.
GSHEE, ^ene ) gelnein. supra. (S.E.)
GBAFIGKSX5, ( o r a f  t  j  & )  tr * , intr • ligr&t igner , s * dgrat igner.
P.T.F.: grafigne, cjiaiti 1* Der- O.F. grafigner. to scratch,
Dial- anjou, Berry, Normandy, Picardy, Poitou, Saintonge, Canada, 
Louisiana.
GEaIKAIH, CprCn-e ) tr., intr* ^grener, s'dgrener.
P.T.F. graine, (orSn }. Cf * grener. infra.
GEEEKB, L;rtne ) 0&. grai.na.ln. supra. (S.I?.}
GBEPEB, (grese } tr. , Intr. Engraisser, f'engraisser.
P.T.F.: graisse, (grsa )•
GB0BDI, ferffdi ) intr. Grandlr.
GBDUIL1ER, jruje ) tr., intr. (1) Remuer, (2) secouer
P.T.F.: grouille, truj ) Vqt- groulller. to stir.
Cf. remler. remouer. romouer* ppucouver. infra.
5* The same use of the verb may be found in Balssac: jfltnde ear le patois 
crdole de l*tle Maurice. p. 61.
GOEBI, [ yeri J tr*, intr. Gudrir, se gudrir.
GUETER, (aete) tr* Guetter.
P.T.F.: gudtte, J. Cf. dddter. supra*
GOIDER, tr* Conduire.
P*T*F. s guide, fjic J* Of* OQBdi. oondoul. supra*
-H-
H&X&B, (hale) tr*, intr* Tirer, to pull.
P.T.F.: hale, (hal J. Der- Fr* haler, (Bar.) to tow, to haul.
Dial- Normandy, Louisiana.
B&XJSB, (hele) intr* (1) Crier fort, (2) aboyer, (3) appeler 
P*T,F*; hele, (hel }. Der- Fr* hdler. to eall, to hall,
- I -
UB5E, (iae ) tr* Aider
P.T.F*: lde, (id ). Of* Oder, supra.
IHYITER, (SviteJ tr. Inriter.
P.T.F.: imrite, fvit ). Note: Invlter poa« invlter a
I££R, (iee ) tr- (1) user, (2) se serrir de, (3) employer,
P.T*F* : lse, (iz ).
-J-
JAPBB, (£aPe ) Intr. Aboyer.
P.T.F*: jappe, (^ap ). Der- Fr. japper, to yelp.
Dial- Anjou, Berry, Normandy, Poitou, Saintonge, Louisiana. 
Cf. heler, supra.
JETEB, J tr. Jeter.
P.T.F* * Jette (?et )•
JIGER, ) tr., intr. Juger.
P.T.F.: jige, {?A? )•
JISEB, (siro ) tr., intr. Jurer.
P.T.F.: jire, {7,ir ).
JONGLEB, C S1e) intr Bdfldohir.
P.T.F. : jongue, ) Dial- Canada, Louisiana.
JOUAIHNB, (gwSn ) tr., Intr. (1) Assembler, s'assembler, (2) renoontrer,
(3) joindre. Cf . iouonne, infra.
P. T.F* c jouain, ) *
6JOTJQHEB, kwtfn ) Of* iouainne. supra.
•L**
LiCHER, ia/c ) tr. Lacher
P.T.B^: lache, )• Of. laohier. Infra.
LACHISB, (La/je ) Of. lachar. supra.
LAIEMAIH, (l-ffmg ) tr. Aimer.
P.T.P.: laime, J. Der- Fr. aimer, with direct object pronoun
of the third person, singular. The negro thus confused the sounds as
one. Cf. the Qreole expression, to lama in. for ta main*
LfSTSR, I level tr., intr* Lever, se lever.
P.T.F.: leve, tlev }•
LASSEE, ft use ) tr* Prendre &u lasso.
P.T.F*: la see, (Las ). Der- 0*F* lacier, to bind with a noose*
LICHEE, Q.ije ) tr* Ldeher.
P.T.F.: liche, (.i/ ). Der- 0*F. lleher* to lich.
Dial- Maine, Orleans, Picardy, Canada, Lm . Cf. liohier* infra.
UCHIEB, (1 i / j e J Of. llcher. supra.
LIBAXS, fefffig ) tr* Allumer.
P.T.F. : lime, (1*'® ). Cf. limer. infra.
LLMEB, (Lime ) Cf. lima in. supra. (S.M. J
LI TEE, (Lite ) intr*. Lutter.
P.T.F. : lite, f xt )*
LOMCEH, ) tr., intr* (l) Allonger, (2) dtendre, s*6tendre.
P.T.F.: louge, (.5 ? 1.
- M -
MA0KER, (®aj*e } tr* (1) Maoher, (2) pilfer, (3) Acraser, (4) meurtrlr. 
P.T .F . s mache, (pa a J )*  Der- 0*F* masoher, to bruise, to crumble. 
Dial- Anjou, Brittany, Orleans, Poitou, Saintonge, Canada, La.
Of. machier. Infra.
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MAiGBBB, (masj^ Intr. Marcher.
P.T.F* : aa ohe , (jn a j J*) *
MA.CHIER, Of. roacher. supra.
HAIER, $aa:ge) tr*, intr. Marier, se marier a. epouser.
P.T*F* : mai, fra: a J. Cf. marier for dpouser in the dialects of
Flanders. NiYernais* SaYoy. Switzerland, Canada. Louisiana.
MARER, frare ) tr. (1) Attaeher, (2) serrer. to fasten.
P.T.F. : mare, tar ). Der- Fr. amarrer. (Naut,) to make fast, to 
moor. Dial- Anjou, Guernsey, Jersey. Normandy, Poitou. Saintonge, La.
KASSER. (case ) tr. (1) Amasser. (2) ramasser, (3) cue ill ir.
P.T.F.: masse, fras ). Of. ramasser. Infra.
HATER. ( mate) intr. Se oabrer.
P.T.F.* sate, feat )• Der- Fr. mater* to subdue (by extension, to 
denote the action of the horse while being subdued).
Dial" Brittany* Orleans* Canada, Louisiana*
h6lsE*^ t-Eele) tr*. intr. (1) Meier, se mdler, (2) s'embro&iller.
P.T.F.: mble, fr£l )• Der* O.F. mesler, (se broulller), to become 
confused.
2BUKE&, (mSn? ) tr. (1) Amener, ernmener, mener, (£) emporter, (3) 
oonduire.
P.TiF.: mene, fr'Sn ) Cf* condi. condoul. supra: m/ner. infra.
li&BBB, ( mene) Of. melnein. supra. (S.M.)
H&SIBSB, (mezire) tr. Hesurer*
P.T.F.: mbs ire, (C!ezir)- Cf. mlglrer. infra.
JITTER, (mete ) tr. Jfettre.
P.T.F*: mb, (me). Cf. mbtte. infra.
M&FTE, (met ) Cf. mfeter. supra
MIBER, (mire ) tr. Admirer, mirer.
P.T.F*: mire, ) •
HIEIBEB, (isizire) Cf . mbslrer. supra *
HDDS, fcod ) tr. llordre.
P.T.F.: mo, (mo )* Cf* moder. infra.
MQDSR, (mocie) Gf* 222*2.. .WM*-
MDHDEfi (POU), (prffde pu ) tr. (1) Dem&ader(de$, (2) faire, poser (une 
questloa).
P.T.F. s moade, ( ncffd) • Cf. O.F* mender. to ask, to command; also 
d»i»a8sr pwr = dgmaeder de in the dialects of Canada and Louisiana.
BOBGSR, (mffse ) tr* Manger.
P.T.F. * ‘mongo, ). Cf. mongier. monger. infra.
HON&IER, tn&sg e ) Cf * monger, supra.
_  . . 6MO&QDEB, (isSke ) tr. * intr. Ma&quer, faillir.
P.T.F. : monque, faffk ).
1DHTI, (mtfti) intr. ICentir.
■0HTEE, ) tr. Manler.
P.T.F.: monye, (p-ffj )-
MDBLKH, ( mSzk Cf. monger, supra 
P.T.F.: monxe. ).
■DUILLEB, (ffiu je ) intr., lmpers. Pleuvoir.
P.T.F. : meaille, (fcuj ). her- Fr. moulller. to wet, to water.
Dial- Anjou, Poitou, Saintonge, Canada, Louisiana.
Mote: This Terb is seldom used in Pointe Coupe. It is usually re­
placed by the expression; La pli apd (gain) tomber, (The rain is fall­
ing). Cf* pldte (S.M.), infra.
  7■DULSE, (mule) tr. Houdre.
P.T.F*: moule, (dcul ) Der- from the present participle stem of the
▼erb moudre. There is also a possibility SfJSftiS^Mffb^ith the noun 
moulln.
MGUBX, luiiri ) intr. Hourir
P.T.F. ape mouri, (ape muri)*
- N -
IAIB, (ng ) intr. Haltre
P.T.F*: ape' naln, (ape nE ). Cf. n£, infra.
IB, ( ne) Cf. naln * supra
H^T^YER, (neteje) tr. Nettoyer.
P.T.F* s ndtdye, (netej). Dial- Anjou, Berry, Hormandy, Orleanais, 
Louisiana.
6. Cf. Baissao: Le Folklore de l'fle Maurice, p. 125, for a similar use of 
this Terb.
7. gee Baissao: Etude sur le Patois Crdole Maurlclen, page 202,
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E&tBR. (nejei tr.* intr. Koyer, a© noyer, inonder. 
P.T.F.; ndye, (nej ). Der- O.F. neier. to drown 
Dial- Normandy, Canada, Louisiana.
HQHSER, (nOse ) tr. Annonoer.
P.T.x.: nonee, (nfifs )«
HOURIt (nuri ) tr., intr. Nourir. so nourlr.
- 0-
0I£B, fcle ) tr.. intr. Youloir<
Of* ouler. ft, infra.
OH&A&ER, (ffqa^e) tr. # intr. Engager, sf engager.
P.T.F.; ocgage, tegas- )• Also pronounced gager, )*
G8T0UESR, Iffture) tr. Kntourer.
P.T.F.: ontoure. (fftur).
0SS&7ER, loseve) tr., intr. Observer.
P.T.F*: ocseve, tosev ).
OQDIPEB, (okipe) tr., intr. Occuper, s’oocuper.
P.T.F. oquipe, (okip )*
OUA, ) tr. 7olr.
Of• oir for voir in the dialects of Saintonge, Switzerland, Canada, 
Louisiana.
OULER, iule ) Of* oler. supra.
Der- probably from |}he present participle stem.
OURA, lira ) intr. Se depecher.
P.T.F. apd aura, Ura ), Der- Eng. hurry. (?)
OUVBI, livri ) tr. Ouvrir.
P.T.F.: ouve, ( uv } ♦
-P-
PADONNAXH, $acLSn£ ) tr., intr. Pardonner.
P.T.F.s padonne, ftudSn )* Of. padonne. infra.
PADOELE, (padfiTn ) Cf. padonnaln. supra.
PALER, (pajle ) tr. Parlor.
P.T.F. : Pale, fcax 1 ^
% f
PAPILiJBR, I p api i e ) tr. Isparpiller, to scatter.
P.T.F.: papilla, (pcipij ).
PAB^TB, (paret) Intr. Pa rat t re 
P.T.F.: parer, (pure).
PATAGKR, (>ai .t â e) tr*, intr. l&rt&ger.
P.T.F. s patage, ^artaj)' patagler. infra.
PATX, (paxti ) Intr. Partir, sTen aller, s'enfuir, se sauver.
P.T.F. s pa, (pa: )•
PS. ( p d  tr., intr. Cralndre, avoir peur.
3>er- Fr. peur , (fear). Ex.: Li pb, (II a pear; He is afraid),
F&, (p e ) intr. Pouvoir, se t&ire.®
Der- probably from the present indicative, singular of pouvolr. 
and from t$e noun Palx. meaning peace, silenoe. Ex.: Pb to la dgel 
(Ferae la bouehe; Be quietl). Of. ca ♦ capab. supra.
PBCEB, (£ese ) tr. Peroer 
P.T.F. : pecs, (pss 1 -
P^CHEH, (p e Te ) tr. Empecher
P.T.F. : peohe , (p e p ) •
pfc&B, ( ped J tr., intr. Perdre.
P.T.i. : pe,(p £ J *
fSIBBS, (pgn ) tr*, intr. Psindre. (S.M.)
P.T.F.: pein, (pg ). Of. pointirer. infra.
9PEINTIBEB, igftire * 0f* Peinne, supra ,
P.T.F.: peinti, i-gti )• Der“ Pelnturer. to paint.
Dial- POITOU, S&intonge, Louisiana.
PBLER, (pele J tr., intr. Appeler, s*appeler.
P.T.F.: pel. ^el 1-
PfeSR, (peze) tr., intr. Peoer.
P.T.F*: peso, (pea
PIKI, ip ini ) tr. Punir.
PIOCHER, lpi0 fe ) tr., intr. Houer, piaffer (of a horse),
P.TLF** ploche, £jo/ Der- Fr. piooher, to dig. Dial- Can., La
8. Cf. Baissae: Sltude but le PatolB Ordole de lclle Maurice, p. 198
9. Cf. Ibid, p. 193.
FLAIHS, ( pigj intr. Cf* ooarolainter. supra, 
plain, (pig), ■ P.T.F*
FL&ESR* 1 pler^ intr, Pleurer.
P.T.F* i plet (pie Of* orlor. supra,
PL&33&, (pi ete ) Intr.. impsrs. Flettroir. (3*M,)
P.T.F*: pli* (ple ). Of. mouiller. supra.
PLXCEKB, (pli/e) tr* (1) Paler. (2) Poorer. (3) ddpoulller (del. 
P*T*F*: pi ioho, (pii J }. Cf* La* Fr. * pluoher.
Per- Fr* dplufthar. to pick, to pare. Of. pllohler. infra.
PLIGHX2R. (pli/jl Of. plicher. supra*
PLUttlS, (piling) tr. Planer.
P.T.F.: plime, (plfrn ). Cf* plimer. infra.
fLUSE, ( plim^ Of* pliaaia. supra. (S.M.)
PLXT&R, (piije ) tr., intr. Flier, ployer.
P.T.F.: pllye, %>1 i j ).
PLOTTER, ( plffti tr. Planter.
P.T.F.: pi onto* fe>18t ).
POBCKSR, (p^/e i tr., intr. Poacher* se pencher.
P.T.F. s ponohe. (ptfj* J. Of* ponchier. infra.
FOBCHIEB, IpO/je) Cf. poacher, supra.
POHBE, (pcn ) tr.. intr. Pendre, pondre.
P.T.F. : pon, (pff ).
POHSER, (pffse) tr., intr. Penser* panser.
P.T.F. : ponse , (Vs8 }.
POTER, (pote J tr. Porter, apporter.
P.T.F*: pote, (pot I*
POUaSOBA-IH, (pwanffng) tr., intr. Snpoisonner, stempoisonner. 
P.T.F.: pouasonne* (pwazffn). Cf* pouasonner. infra.
POUAaOHTSP. I pwazSnk Cf* pouasonftln. supra. (S.M. )
FOUR!, (puri ) tr* intr. Pourrir.
PRKDI, (predi ) tr. Prddlre.
FHBIHTER, (prgtel tr. Smprunter Of* Prater* prunter. infra. 
P.T.F* i prelate, (prSt).
ajl79
 , A 10PRETER, (pretej tr* (1} $rdter, (2) emprunter.
P.T.F,: prdt©, (pret ). Der- O.F. empreter ■ to borrow.
Dial- Anjou, Berry, Saintonge* Canada, Louisiana.
Of* erelater, supra; prunter. infra.
FBfiGBBR, (proj'e) tr., intr* Approoher, e#approcher.
P.T.F.: proobe, (proj). Cf. prochier. infra.
FBOCHtSR, Cf. prooher. supra.
FROlffAlB, (PrCrmngj tr., intr. Fromsner, se promener.
P.T.F.: promene, (P rffmgn ). qj# proanner. Infra.
PBDlfiLtai. (prtfne ) Of* progamic. supra. (S.M.)
FR0SBS, (prfifn ) tr. Prdnd.ro.
P.T.F.: prom, (prC ).
HOTTER, (prite ) tr. Cf. prdter. preinter, supra. (S.M.)
P.T.F.: prunte, (pr&t ),
- Q -
QOILBITKR, ( kilb it4 tr. , intr. Culbuter, ee oulbuter•
P.T.F.* quilbite, ^ilbit J .
Q0ILER, (kile) tr*. intr. Reeuler, se reeuler.
P.T.F. s (guile, (kil ). Of. rteller. infra.
QUILT ITER, fciltive ) tr. Cultlver.
Quilt ire, (kiltiv) - P.T.F*
QDXHAXZ, (kfing) tr*, intr. icumer.
P.T.F.: quime, (kfa. ). Cf. qulmer. Infra. (S.M* )
QgTXHSB, (kitse ) Cf. auiaaln. supra*
QUITTER, (kite) tr., intr. Quitter, la laser.
P.T.F.: quitte, (kit ). Ex.: Quite moin fe li, (Let fee do it).
Cf. Sag. eolloqulAism, leave for let* Der- Fr. quitter. to leave. 
Di&l- Brittany, Bornandy, Picardy, Poitou, Louisiana.
-R-
BACHER, 4ra/e ) tr. Arracher.
P.T.F. - ruche, (raf )• Cf. rachler. infra.
10. For a similar use of this verb In the Maui 1 clan dialect,see Balzac: 
T̂ tode sur le Pa tola Creole de 1*110 Maurice. p. 97.
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BjiCfflTBR* (ra/je| Of* racher« supra
BAC1SR, (rakle ) tr. (1) Raoler, (2) effleurer.
P.T.F. ; rae, kak 1. Der- Fr* racier. to scrape* Of. rifler. infra.
BAMiSSSRs (raaaase) tr. Bamaeser* cuoillir.
P. T.F. : ramssee, (ram cts )* Cf. maseer, supra.
B^FXSB&* (refize) tr* v intr. Refuser.
P.T.F.: rdflse, (refiz). Of* r If leer* infra.
HR IE, (r sidi ) tr* * intr* Rcteslr* assembler, 0̂ assembler.
Cf. rial, infra.
B*I33I, (r eisi ) intr* Bcfaasir.
Of. rlaai* infra*
K&MAQDgS* (remake) tr** Intr* Rem&rquer.
P.T.F** rdaaque, (remak )•
H&3BCXER (POO) * (reme&je pu) tr. Remercier (de) .
P.T.F.: rdn&ei, (rerossi)* Cf* remeroier (pour), dialect of Canada, 
deltserlaad, Louisiana.
B&KIEB* (rcmje ) tr. * intr. Heaiuer.
P.T.F.: rtfmi* (remi )* Cf. romouer. rdmouer. infra.
^■DftER* (reswe) Cf* r&afer. supra.
P.T.F.: r&oon, (reiEu )* Rote This form is seldom used.
B&FOBHB, (rep5n) tr. Rdpondre.
P.T.F*: rdpon, (r-ep-ff )
^TKR, Crete ) tr.» intr. (1) Arr6ter* s'arreter, (2) cesser, (3) rester,
(4) demeurer.
P.T.F* of (1) and (2); rdtte, (ret ); of (3) and (4): rdsse, (res )
Foma (1) and (2) hare also arreter. (P.T.F.) arrette (aren)«
HI* (ri ) intr* Eire.
BZF19SR* (rifize) tr.* intr. Refuser.
P.T.F.: r if iso, (rifiz). Cf. rdflser. supra.
BZFLER* (rifle ) tr., intr. Effleurer, manquer (del.
P.T.F.; rif* kit ). Der- O.F* r if lor* to graze, to pass close to.
Of. racier. supra-
EUfl, (rini ) Cf. r^lnl* supra.
B1S3I, (ri si ) Cf. ydissl. supra.
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BITER* ( rive) tr. . intr* (1) Hirer* (2) arriver.
P.T.F.: rive, (riv ).
BDMOUMt, (rOro %e } of, rosier, BUpra.
P. T.F. : romou, (romu).
B01LFLI9 (rSpli) tr., intr. Remplir.
RQHCEE, (rff^e) tr. Arranger, ranger.
P.TLF* i rouge, (rCg ), Cf. rongier. Infra.
ROSCDSR, (rfi> e) Of. roneer. sanra.
BOOB, (rffn ) tr., Intr. P.endre, se rendre,
P.T.F. s ron, (rff ).
ROHTRSR, (rfftre) tr., intr. Entrer, rentrer.
P.T.F.: roete, (rdt ). Cf. rentrer for entrer In the dialects of 
Lyonnais, Switzerland, Louisiana, Canada.
Cf• tonraeln cotd. infra, which is more in use for rentrer.
BOWOIBB, (rCTvoje) tr. Kenvoyer.
P.T.F.: ronvoye, (rSvoj ).
BOSSR, (roze) tr., intr. Arroser.
P.T.F. : feoee, (roz).
BQjBXLgB, Irkile) tr*, intr. Cf. puller. supra.
- 3-
SALX, (eali J tr., intr. Salir, se salir 
Cf. bimain. surra.
SALISR, (salje) tr., intr. Saluer.
P.T.F.: sail, (sail). Of. salouer. infra.
SAUOUER, ( Ealwe) Cf. sailer, supra,
SADCRR, ( soee) tr., intr. Tremper
P.T.F.: sauce, ( s o b  ) Ex.: L&pd saucer $1 pain don dile&u, (He is 
dipping bread In *ater). Her* O.F. $lbth-16th centuries), saucer, to wet.
ggGOUER, (pekwe ) t r .  Secouer. (S.LU)
P.T.F. : s£cou, ( seku), Cf- souoouver. Infra.
3EHZMEIR, ( uEarE) t r -  Seiner
P.T.F. selnme, ( sEm). Cf. oemer. infra.
SSUSH, I &eme ) Cf* selnmein. sunra. (S.M.)
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SERES, (fiere J tr. Serrer.
P.T.F.: serre, ).
SETER, ( s e j e  ) tr. * intr. Essayer.
P.T.F. s s4ye, fcej )•
SXCER, (sise ) tr. Sneer.
P. T. F. t si06« Isis J*
SISE, (sje ) intr., tr. Suer.
P.T.F. i sit (si )• Cf. souer. infra.
SI-BOO. (sTnao ) intr. s'assouplr.
Dbt- probably African. Cf. gjnao in Mallnbt, with aaso meaning.
SIPOTBR, (si pote) tr. Supporter.
P.T.F.: Blpote, (e ipot ) •
SEYS, ( siv) tr., intr. Suivre.
P.T.F.: Bi, (si )• Cf. Bouire. infra.
3ETBR, (sije ) tr. EBsuyer*
P.T.F.: siye, feij ).
SOCISR. (soeje) tr., intr. Assooier, s’&ssooier.
P.T.F.: BOCi, feosi )•
SOUBLKR, (fc^bie) intr. Senibler, rassembler.
P.T.F. : sonxne, (eGa )• 0t» 0* P* aembler-= ressembler . Dial- Anjou, 
Berry, Poitou, Saintonge, Canada, Louisiana.
SOHYaiK, IsflTjg ) tr. Soigner.
P.T.F.: sonye, i%j ). Note: This verb may also be pronounced aoin- 
rain, and soinrer. (3.11.)
SQHNAIN, fcSng ) tr., Intr. Sonner.
P.T.F.: sonne, |fi»n )• Of. sonner, infra,
SONNER, (bCas ) Cf. aonnaln. supra. (S.11. )
SOHTI, fcffti ) tr., intr. Sentir.
P.T.F.: son, ]•
SOTI, fcoti ) intr., tr. Sortir.
P.T.F.: so, (sc )•
SOUASl, (swazi ) tr. Choisir.
SOUATER, (swaie ) tr. Souhaiter.
P.T.F.; souate, (ev.at ) Mai- Switzerland, Canada, Louisiana.
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SOBER, (swe J q£. gier. supra.
_ _  U30UC0UYER, (euku je } Of. s6oouer. supra, 
P.T.F*: eoucouye, (sukuj )*
SOU? PHI, (sulri) intr. Souffrir.
P.T.F*: souffe, I suf )•
SOBITS, (swiv J Of. slve. supra.
-T-
TACHER* (mfe ) tr#* intr. (1) Tacher, to stain, (2) tacher,
(3) attaoher* to attach.
P.T.F. : tache# (t a j* ) • Cf* tachler. infra.
TaCRIBR* (ta/j^ Cf. tacher. supra.
TAPER, (tajae ) Intr. Tarder, re tar dor.
P.T.F. : tad, (taid ).
TAILLER, (taje ) tr. (1) Qouper, tailler. (2) fouetter.
P.T.F.: taille, (taj )• Der- O.F. tailler. to condemn, to 
with a whip. Dial- Lorraine* Canada* Louisiana.
Cf. fouatter. supra.
TAqUER, ( t a k e )  tr. Attaquer.
P.T.F. » t&que, (tak )*
TCHEIHIE, (t/Sn) tr., intr. Tenir.
P.T.F.: tohein, (t/E }. Of. tohobo. tohombo. infra.
TCHILER, 11 file) Of. quiler. muller. gupra.
P.T.F.: "tchile, (t/il )•
TCHDBO, (tfooo) Cf. tohelnne. supra.
P.T.F.; tchob, ltJ*ob).
TCHDlfiBO, ( tJffn»b)5 Cf. tchelnne, supra.
P. T.F. : tohonxne, (tjCm).
TCHDUJ8R, ( t,/v?e) tr.* intr. Tuer, se tuer.
P.T.F.: tchi, (tJ'i ), Or ti, t1 1 ).




11. Of. sacourer, in haurician dialect. See article by A.Bosin Pom. XIiT 
pp. 139-40, for a discussion of probable derivation.
T&, (te ) intr. fitre
Defective in present tense.
TEHITRIH, (tBjg > tr*# Intr. £teindre, s’dteindre.
P.T.F.: teinye, (t g j )• Of* telayer, infra.
TEIBYER, ( tgjel . teinyein. supra. (S.AB. )
TBBER* (tere) tr* Bnterrer.
P.T.F.: terre, (ter^*
TERRIER, (ternje) intr* &ternuer.
P.T.F.: tern!, (terni). Of. ternouer. tousaer. infra.
TEEBOUBR, (tcrBwe) Of* ternier. supra.
TIDIER, (tiaj4 tr., intr* l&tu&ier.
P.T.F*: tidi, (tiui)*
TIBER, (tire ) tr. Traire
P.T.F*: tire, (tir )• Der- O.F. tirer. to mills:.
TOD, ( tea ) tr. Tordre, entortiller, tresser.
P.T.F.: to, (to). Cf. totlller. infra.
12K)HDKB, ItSde ) tr., intr* (1) Attendre, (2) entendre.
Defeetiye in Present. Cf* tonne. infra. Der- by confusion with 
French verbs of the first conjugation. Cf• esperer. supra.
TOHKB, ( tffn ) Cf. tonder. supra.
P.T.F*; ton, (tff)* Defective in other tenses,
TOHREXV, (tfifcg) tr., intr. J&tonner, s*4tonner.
Cf. tonner. infra.
TOHNBB, (tOne ) Cf. tonne in. supra. (S.M.)
TOTIILER, (totije) tr. (1) Entortiller, (2) tordre, (3) emra§ler. 
P.T.F.: totille, (tctij). Cf. tod, supra.
TOtXDI, ( tudi) tr. Etourdir
TOUFFEH, (tufe) tr* * intr* itouffer.P.T.F.: touffe, (t u i )•
TOUHEIH, (tun5) tr., intr. Tourner, retourner.
P.T.F*: toune, (tun Cf. touner. Infra.
12. For the verb entendre. cf. the verb tond^ in the Jitourician dialect 
See Baissao: idtude sur le Patois Crdole de l*£le Maurice, p. 114.
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TOtJKEHH COTE* (tung kote ) intr. Rentrer..
TOOHER, (tune) Of. touneln. supra. (S.M.)
TCUSSBR, (tuse) intr. $1) Tousser, (2) dternuer (S.M.)
I’.T.F. : tousse* (tus )t
TRAIHAIB, f>rgng ) tr.* intr. Trainer,
P.T.F.: traine, (trBn ). cf# trainer. Infra.
TBAUTSR, (trSne) Of. trainain. supra.
TBAPER, (trape ) tr. Attraper* prendre.
P.T.F.: trape* (trap )#
TBAVAILLB, ^travaj) tr. * intr. Travailler.
Cf. tranaille. trarier. infra.
TRA7IER, (travje) cf. Traraille. supra.
F.T.F.: traraille * (trcr/aj).
TBaHAILLE, (trawaj) Cf. traraille. supra.
TBB, (tre) tr. Of. tlrer. supra. (S.M.)
TBE7KSER, (trevese) tr., intr. Trarereer.
P.T.F.: trbrbse, (trsvee ).
TB0MBLSR* (treble) intr. Trembler.
P.T.F. : trom* (tr3m
TBDMPSR, (trffpe) tr.* intr. (1) Tremper, se treinper, (2) tromper,
fee trom per. *P.T.F.: troanpe, ('trop
ZBOHGLSR* ( tr.* intr. jStr&ngler* a*6trailer.
P.T.F.: trongoe, (tr'Cfa ).
-7-
7ALEE, (vale) tr., intr. Araler 
P.T.F. s Tale, (vul ).
( ve) intr. Cf. ole * gupra.
VIKI, (vfni ) intr. 7enir. 
P.T.F. s Tiena* (vj'£).
S I
TIBER, (vi re 0 tr. , intr* Tourner, retourner.
P.T.F.: rire, (vir ). Der- Fr. virer. (Haut.), to turn a ship
around. Dial- Anjou, Berry, Poitou, Saintonge, Canada, Louisiana. 
Cf. tounein. touner. supra.
TITS, (viv) intr. Yivre.
P.T.F.: vi, (vi ).
YLQPBR, ( vlopd tr., Intr. Envelopper, s*envelopper 
P.T.F.: Tloppe, (vlop J.
TO. I to 1 tr., intr. Valoir.
VQfiER, (vole } tr., Intr. (1) voler, e’envoler, to fly, to flyaway, 
(2) voler, to steal.
P.T.F.: voile, ( vol )•
TOUI, ( v£jr i) tr. , intr. Vomir.
VCffifCER, ( vose) tr., intr. Avaneer, e’avancer.
P.T.F.: vonce, ( vCs )*
VOEGER, ( vfif pre ) tr. , intr. Venger, se venger.
P.T.F.: vonge, ( ). Cf. vongler. Infra.
VDHCZBR, ( Cf. Voager. supra.
TOHI, (vffni ) Intr. S^evanouir.
Cf. Tonoui. infra.
VOBOUI, ( vffnwil Of. Vonl. supra
TOHKB, ( van ) tr. Tendre.
P.T.F. t von, ( v5).
FOSTER, ( v-C'tfc ) tr., intr. Vanter, se vanter.
P.T.F. t vonte, ( vCt ).
VOTACKR, ( vo j intr* Toyuger.
P. T.F. : Voyage, I v c‘ <?'' r.} -
VOTER, ( vojt ) tr. Knvoyer 
P.T.F. : voye, I vo j ).
Z~
gOH&LER, I intr. Cf. Jpnglejt* SBH9L*
P.T.F.: zongue, ( )•
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